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Worshipping Warriors (Part VI)
October 16, 2022

Psalm 149:1-9 (vs 4-5)

4For the LORD taketh pleasure in  his people : he will beautify the meek with 
salvation.

5Let saints be joyful in glory: let them sing aloud upon their beds.

THE CAUSE FOR PRAISE!
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Teaching Purpose
Answers the question, “ How should I understand this verse?”  Is the 
passage dealing with a:

Sermonic Principle(s)
Answers the question, “What’s in it, or what’s the take away for me?”

HIS PEOPLE
HIS PEOPLE...
A) ....are in an ongoing battle against the forces of satan (the enemy of both   

GOD and man)

S P E C S
Sin to confess 
and forsake?

Promise
to claim?

Example
to follow?

Command to 
obey?

Situation or 
State of mind to 
avoid before it 
develops into a 

sin?
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....
B) ....Israel fought against flesh and blood using physical weapons
C) ....the CHURCH fights against spiritual forces with spiritual weapons

2 Corinthians 10:4

(For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God    
to the pulling down of strong holds;

D) ....fight to stop those who seek to defeat GOD’S purposes and destroy HIS 
PEOPLE

E) ....are an army who before entering into battle gathers to praise THE LORD 
with PRAYER / SCRIPTURE / and SONG!

F) ....sing about HIS saving and delivering power
G) ....sing about HIS delivering them from their enemies and giving them 

victory over them
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HIS PEOPLE



....
H) ....gather because their coming together (attending church) is a  priority               

in their lives
I) ....gather FAITHFULLY for the purpose of exalting HIM
J) ....exalt HIM FERVENTLY
K) ....reaffirm Jesus Christ as their KING

submit to HIS LORDSHIP over them
ask the HOLY SPIRIT to search them and reveal any disobedience in 

their lives
confess their sins
repent of their sins
make a new commitment to walk (live) in obedience to 

The LORD JESUS CHRIST
L) ....know the reality and exercise the privilege they have   “in”   Christ....

to Begin Again!

HIS PEOPLE
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ACTION POINT :                              ....

Live Like It!!

SO....
Make these ACTIONS yours          you are One of HIS PEOPLE!!

Make these ACTIONS yours   because you are One of HIS PEOPLE!!
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HIS PEOPLE  


